
Testing & Monitoring
for video streaming operators

In search of the perfect
streaming experience

With more and more devices, applications and content, it is 
almost impossible to keep up to date with manual testing 
and without integrating all development, operations and 
quality teams.

Once in production, the quality testers have to take care of 
finding all development bugs and emerging bugs after 
production. This requires a very large and organised team to 
not only find the bugs but also fix them. 

After that, the delivery department is in charge of ensuring 
that the product is ready for deployment. They face the risk 
that the result will not be as expected and have little time to 
react.

Finally, the operations department must anticipate problems 
through proactive maintenance techniques. Currently, there is 
no adequate monitoring tool or information available to 
resolve or prevent incidents.

Communication between them is key to achieving an optimal 
user experience.

The telecommunications operator's video service is no 
longer the main option for users. To regain this position, 
user satisfaction must be improved. Testing & 
Monitoring for video streaming operators allows you to 
automate the tests with the advice of our technicians 
from the very beginning. This allows:

The entire process is accompanied by a 
remote testing laboratory, which 
eliminates travel costs and reduces 
bottlenecks in order to meet the stipulated 
deadlines.

All in all, we help operators achieve their 
quality objectives. 

Streamline QA work by saving time. 

Detect problems in advance so that Delivery 
Managers can take corrective measures in time. 

Facilitate the work of Operations as it monitors the 
service as the end user is seeing it, being able to 
collect network traces and device logs to facilitate 
the investigation of the root cause of incidents. 

It may seem paradoxical, but in the audiovisual sector 
you can neither hear nor see what is happening on the 
user's device. What the user experience is really like is 
unknown.

e2e Solutions for Testing and Monitoring
under a single view. 
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video_testing_lab@nttdata.com nttdata.com

At NTT DATA we have the expertise 
and consultancy to successfully 
implement test automation. We 
integrate Agile and DevOps 
methodology in a joint and 
coordinated manner, working in 
parallel and in real environments to 
anticipate possible errors.

Our technology consulting expertise 
in the Telco sector simplifies and 
streamlines product integration, as 
well as offering implementation 
support.

Automate tests and QA of  video 
delivery devices such as 
set-top-boxes and Smart TVs. View, 
capture and analyse everything that 
happens network traces, device logs, 
and performance KPI’s.

Actual quality watched by the robot is 
cross-checked with QoS/QoE 
monitoring information to detect root 
causes by using machine learning 
approaches.

We cover the entire lifecycle, allowing 
us to propose a unique e2e vision.

Small and very safe. Easy to set up 
and very affordable

Integration with customer test tools 
Management

Test and monitors any service, on any 
device, on any network.

Avoid technician commuting: test 
remotely from anywhere in the world. 

The Video Testing Lab provides a rapid 
evolution of services and avoids 
defects in Production.

It stores any test performed and 
analyse it to easily detect the root 
cause of the problems and propose 
optimization solutions

Permanent consulting service with the 
robot — not only monitoring but also 
troubleshooting.

Automated testing process during and 
after the production process

In Asset Based Consulting, it is the 
Intellectual Property sold into the 
products and technologies the real 
source of differentiation.

As part of NTT DATA, we share a global 
vision to achieve a global footprint in 
the delivery of products and services.

We propose a flexible and customised 
service model that combines in the 
most optimal way with your needs, 
requirements and teams in agile and 
efficient development environments.

Customer centric approach that covers 
all customer needs. 
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Monitors the large amount of data it 
receives, providing results in real time 
and storing the evidence

Real-time dashboard with control of all 
your tests

Easy to locate and discover errors 
thanks to comprehensive 
documentation

Reports supervised by our team of 
technicians who will advise you on 
how to improve testing.

Timestamp: Flens is based on a 
time-series database. Hence, all 
testing measurements are connected 
to a universal timestamp that allows 
cross-data checking with other 
QoS/QoE monitoring systems.

FLENS
The real brain
that informs in real time.

DevOps Integration

FLENS is an AIOPS solution, a native real-time 
information system with AI that enables proactive 
decision making and end-to-end management of 
information systems, technologies and data-driven 
business processes.

Team of professionals
with experience in QA
and Testing

360 revamping
of the service

Automatic Testing 
in production

Outsoruce
the video
operation

Apply AIOps 
Artifical Intelligence Operations

Set up an end-to-end
monitoring system

Automatic testing
while developing

Aggregate third-party
services and contents

Add revenues
that come from third-parties


